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1. FaceLite12 SDK Overview 
FaceLite12 SDK is a wrapper for Armatura’s near-Infrared (NIR) light face recognition algorithm. 

The SDK provides rich interfaces to access the algorithm’s face recognition operations which primarily include face 
detection, feature extraction, liveness detection, template creation and face matching. 

The FaceLite12 SDK utilizes the widely-supported libusb API for face module communication. The SDK supports commonly- 
used operations and is designed to help developers navigate easily through normally complex hardware operations. 
FaceLite12 SDK is a developer-friendly toolkit which unlocks the power of Armatura’s advanced face recognition modules. 

2. FaceLite12 Algorithm Features 
Near-infrared (NIR) light-based face recognition utilizes an advanced image capture process. The process begins with the 
face module’s NIR LED illuminating the user’s face. The face module’s camera then captures infrared light (instead of 
visible light) reflected from the illuminated face which the module subsequently uses to generate corresponding grayscale 
level images. 

Infrared light has different wavelengths than visible light, which allows infrared light to capture face images in almost any 
lighting conditions (0.01 to 50,000 Lux). 

Combining infrared light imaging technology and Armatura’s advanced face matching algorithm is the ideal solution for 
any business application dependent upon fast-matching highly accurate user identification & verification 

 

Supported FaceLite12 Algorithm Features 
� Face Focusing Method to Enhance Image Quality: 

The FaceLite12 algorithm enhances contrast and thereby image quality by significantly filtering the amount 
of facing-light and back-light directed on the captured face image. 

 

� Stable Face Features Boost Recognition Accuracy and Performance 
The FaceLite12 algorithm can distinguish different levels (18,40 or 120) of key facial feature points, along with 
their corresponding positions, within milliseconds. Even when a person intentionally or unintentionally moves 
their facial features (eyes, lips, nose, etc.) during biometric enrollment or authentication, the FaceLite12 
algorithm will quickly and reliably recognize the person. 

 

� Multi-dimensional Face Feature Template for Robust Face Recognition: 
The FaceLite12 algorithm calculates multi-dimensional features by first collecting & contrasting 5 consecutive 
templates, prior to generating a single template used for biometric enrollment. This process greatly aids in 
recognizing users’ faces when the face may be obscured by hats, scarves, dark glasses and other head coverings. 

 
 

ï Liveness Detection: 
The FaceLite12 algorithm can effectively detect and distinguish a live face vs a fake face in digital photo, printed 
photo, black & white face image, or a recorded video of a live face. 

 
� High Recognition Performance 

The FaceLite12 algorithm utilizing multi-level matching mode and optimized classifier parameters can accurately 
match up to 100,000 face templates in less than a second. 



� Automatic Template Library Updates: 
The FaceLite12 algorithm tracks users’ changing facial features and automatically updates its face-template 
library, accordingly. This adaptive approach ensures users’ faces are consistently recognized, although their 
facial features may change over time. 

 

3. How Does It Work? 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Specs 

Algorithm AMT FaceLite12 Algorithm v12.0 

SDK Size Android Jar Lib <15MB 
Windows DLL lib <130MB 

Pose Range Yaw ≤ 25°, Pitch ≤ 25°, Roll ≤ 25° 

Template Size 28KB 

Performance* Face Detection Time < 50ms 

Template Extraction Time < 200ms 

Identification Time < 100ms 

Match Mode 1:1 for verification, 1:N for identification 

Capacity 6,000 templates 

Accuracy** TAR =98.6% when FAR = 0.001% 

Operation System Windows Windows 10 (x86 & x64) 

Android Android 4.1 and above 

Linux Provided on request 

Demo Program C/C++, C#, Java 

Note: 
* The algorithm performance is assessed based on image resolution of 480 * 640, and Quad-Core Cortex-A9, 1.5GHz 
processor. 
** The accuracy is assessed based on the proprietary infrared light face image data set. 
** TAR: True Acceptance Rate, FAR: False Acceptance Rate. 


